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Wells Fargo Investment Institute

The Wells Fargo Investment Institute (WFII) is focused on developing and delivering the
highest quality investment strategy and research to help investors meet their financial goals.

Aligning key areas of investment expertise across
Wealth and Investment Management (WIM)
Investment Strategy
& Asset Allocation

Global Manager
Research

Thematic Research &
Publications

Global Portfolio
Management
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WFII Global Manager Research

Global Portfolio
Management
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Mission statement

The Mission of Global Manager Research is to improve the
probability of a better investment outcome for clients with
their unique objectives and circumstances, through
the
Global Portfolio
Management
delivery of independent, unbiased, and prudent
advice.
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Our team

Varied backgrounds, extensive experience.
• Over 40 team members focused solely on manager and operational due diligence
• Structured in asset class working groups, with analysts focused on specific sub-asset class
coverage
• Dedicated operational due diligence team
• Highly experienced
• Strong credentials
– Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) & Chartered Alternative Investment Analyst (CAIA) charter holders
– Various advanced degrees

• Diverse prior industry experience
–
–
–
–
–
–

Institutional investment consultants
Equity strategists/analysts
Fixed income analysts/traders
Hedge fund analysts
Compliance/audit/risk specialists
Engineers
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Deep research, informed globally

A global presence allows GMR analysts in local markets to gather valuable insights via access
to unfiltered local information.

London

San Francisco

St. Louis
Denver

New York
Charlotte
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Distinguishing characteristics

Experienced
Global Team

Highly qualified and tenured group of investment professionals

Well
Resourced

Leveraging the significant and comprehensive resources of our parent,
Wells Fargo & Company

ResearchFocused

Strong investment culture and repeatable research process drives
investment ideas

Risk
Managed

Risk management is an integral part of the Global Manager
Research process
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Research philosophy

Differentiating manager skill from luck and style-generated returns is one of our key
objectives, as we seek to identify managers that can consistently meet or exceed the
expectations set for them.

Firm

Investment
Personnel

Philosophy and
Process

Product
Performance &
Viability
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Research process

The universe of money managers is expansive. Consequently, selecting a good manager
requires a systematic investment process.
Our process is:
• Consistently applied over time
• Transparent as to reason for recommendation
• Objective, leading to independent investment opinions
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Research process (continued)

• GMR emphasizes both the art
(qualitative) and science (quantitative)
when applying the Manager Research
Evaluation Framework (M-REF) in
selecting managers to comprise our
Aggregate Coverage List (ACL).
• The scale of Wells Fargo offers GMR
premier access to key investment
professionals for these purposes.

Investment Universe

Idea Generation
Manager Research
Evaluation
Framework
RiskOptics
Vetting
Process
ACL
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Research process – idea generation

Internal
Referrals
Network of
Industry
Contacts

Third Party
Databases
M-REF
Fundamental
Considerations
(length of track
record, manager
tenure, expenses,
assets)

Potential New
Ideas
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Research process – M-REF

M-REF is a multifactor research framework consisting of four foundational components, 13
major components and 75 sub-factors.
M-REF Foundational Components

M-REF Major Components

Firm

 Organization
 Business Risk Management
 Executive Personnel

Investment Personnel

 Experience & Depth
 Stability & Incentives

Philosophy & Process







Product Performance & Viability

 Risk & Return Attributes/Results
 Trading
 Product Viability

Investment Philosophy
Investment Process - Approach
Investment Process - Research
Investment Process - Portfolio Construction
Investment Process - Risk Management
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Process – M-REF (qualitative)

The qualitative aspects of M-REF are key in
evaluating managers.
• On-site visits / conference calls
– Face-to-face interviews with investment
management, executive management,
compliance officers, and members of the
trading team.
– GMR conducts hundreds of calls and onsite visits with investment managers
each year.
• Request for information
– Data collection and review of key items
related to philosophy, process,
personnel, performance, and firm.

People

Risk Mgmt/

Performance
Expectations

Compliance

Qualitative
Evaluation
Investment
Philosophy

Organization

Investment
Process
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Process – M-REF (quantitative)

Within M-REF, we apply a quantitative
overlay to our qualitative analysis to validate
or refute our findings.
We want to determine:

Rolling
Period
Analysis
Attribution/
Performance
Drivers

Risk
Analysis

• How were the returns achieved?
• What risks did the manager take?
• What risk and return expectations should
investors have?
• Did the manager adhere to its stated
investment style?

Analytical tools:
Active Share/
Tracking Error
Analysis

Morningstar
Direct, FactSet,
MPI Stylus,
Bloomberg,
Proprietary

Discrete
Period
Analysis

Style
Analysis

Peer Group
Comparisons
Excess
Return
Profiling
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RiskOptics

Our proprietary RiskOptics process provides
a multifactor, consistent framework for
evaluating manager risk.
• Defines risk as not just volatility, but
identifies other factors that could lead to
“the potential for loss of capital.”
• Used to evaluate all of our managers, to
determine if there are unexpected and/or
outsized sources of risk.
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Vetting process

GMR analysts use a multi-dimensional approach to combine quantitative and qualitative
analysis into an Investment Thesis Report.
Key components of Investment Thesis Report:
• Reasons for conviction and addition
• Current or potential concerns
• Investment personnel experience, depth, and role in the investment process
• Investment philosophy and process
• Risk management procedures
• Performance expectations
• Portfolio and return analytics
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Vetting process (continued)

We have multiple control points in our decision-making structure.

Analyst
in-depth
Investment Thesis
Report

Manager/team
lead review/
critique

Working Group
review and
feedback

GMR Due
Diligence
Committee
review and
feedback

GMR Due
Diligence
Committee vote
for addition to
Aggregate
Coverage List
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Ongoing due diligence

A recommendation is not earned just once. Managers must continue to positively distinguish
themselves for GMR to have high conviction and maintain a spot on the Aggregate Coverage
List.

Performance vs.
expectations
Organization and
key personnel
stability

CONVICTION

Performance vs.
benchmark and
peers

Philosophy and
process
consistency
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Ongoing due diligence (continued)

Quarterly Scorecard review and
private placement review process

Revalidate investment thesis quarterly on short-term and
longer-term underperformers. Additional process applied to all
private placement vehicles.

Semi-annual conference calls

Discuss performance attribution, expectations, positioning, and
outlook with portfolio management personnel.

Request for information

Regular updates regarding changes to organizational structure,
process and philosophy, compliance/legal and disaster recovery.

Bi-annual on-site visits

Meet with Investment Team, Compliance, and Trading in their
offices to further assess our level of conviction.

Investment Research Reports

Event-driven manager interactions
and publications

Detailed description of firm, investment team, process and
philosophy, and performance expectations.
Calls and on-site visits prompted by an unexpected event that
requires attention and communication.
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GMR publications

GMR writes hundreds of publications every year to communicate about manager updates,
performance analysis, status changes, and investment thought leadership.
Investment
Research Reports

Research Alerts

Research Updates

Topical Reports
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Manager removal

GMR analysts use a mosaic approach to determine the ongoing standing of managers on the
Aggregate Coverage List. Some of the key items considered in the removal decision are:
• Key personnel departures
• Organizational changes
• Significant changes to firm and investment product asset base
• Performance inconsistent with our expectations
• Changes in investment process or philosophy
• Compliance related issues
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GMR value proposition

Effective manager research requires immense data, skilled analysis, and vast amounts of
time. These demands are too great for most individuals and many firms.
GMR offers:
• Consistent approach developed and owned by one of the most stable, well-managed
financial institutions in the world
• Dedicated manager research team with global footprint
– Highly experienced and credentialed analyst team with diverse backgrounds
– Hundreds of calls and in-person meetings a year around the world
• A robust investment evaluation framework focused on return and risk
• Timely communication via written publications
• Analyst availability to client-facing investment professionals
• World class institutional investment research technology and databases
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Disclosures

Global Manager Research (GMR), Global Alternative Investments (GAI) and Global Portfolio Management (GPM) are divisions of Wells Fargo Investment Institute, Inc. (“WFII”). WFII is a registered investment adviser and wholly-owned
subsidiary of Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., a bank affiliate of Wells Fargo & Company.
GPM provides model investment advice based upon the universe of products researched by Global Manager Research (“GMR”) and asset allocation advice provided by Global Investment Strategy (“GIS”). Both GMR and GIS are affiliated
divisions of Wells Fargo Investment Institute. GMR may provide research analysis for Wells Fargo affiliated mutual funds, private funds and other products, which may also be advised by WFII or a Wells Fargo affiliate (“Wells Fargo”). The
analysis utilizes the same processes and scrutiny as for non-affiliated products and WFII is committed to providing research that is fair and unbiased, but a conflict may arise as Wells Fargo may benefit from a favorable recommendation for an
affiliated product. Information and opinions have been obtained or derived from sources we consider reliable, but we cannot guarantee their accuracy or completeness. Opinions and estimates are as of a certain date and subject to change
without notice.
In certain instances, individual mutual funds in the portfolio may close to new investors. In these instances, WFII may choose to use its investment process to recommend alternate mutual funds, in the same asset class, and or recommend a new
portfolio version to accommodate new accounts. In addition, at WFII’s discretion, new capital market assumptions and a new portfolio allocation may be recommended and existing accounts and models may be rebalanced to the new allocation
at the discretion of your financial adviser. The Models assume all mutual funds and capital market assumptions change at the time of program recommendation and therefore individual accounts and performance may vary.
The information in this report was prepared by Global Manager Research (“GMR”). Opinions represent GMR’s opinion as of the date of this report and are for general information purposes only and are not intended to predict or guarantee the
future performance of any individual security, market sector or the markets generally. GMR does not undertake to advise you of any change in its opinions or the information contained in this report. Wells Fargo & Company affiliates may issue
reports or have opinions that are inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions from, this report.
This report is not intended to be a client-specific suitability or best interest analysis or recommendation, an offer to participate in any investment, or a recommendation to buy, hold or sell securities. Do not use this report as the sole basis for
investment decisions. Do not select an asset class or investment product based on performance alone. Consider all relevant information, including your existing portfolio, investment objectives, risk tolerance, liquidity needs and investment
time horizon.
GMR uses qualitative and quantitative methods to assess investment products to develop due diligence opinions. In general, due diligence opinions entail a thorough assessment of an investment product and the assignment of one of five
assessment recommendations: Recommended, Watch, Supported, Sell or Sunset. GMR may change an investment product’s assessment recommendation from time to time. GMR due diligence assessments are generally described as:
“Recommended”, where assessment criteria indicate an investment product is in good standing and GMR has high conviction in it. “Recommended: Watch Level I", where an event has occurred and is being evaluated. Pending the outcome of
the evaluation, GMR maintains its recommendation for new purchases. "Recommended: Watch Level II", where an event has occurred that may have the potential to impact longer term investment prospects and is being evaluated. Pending the
outcome of the evaluation, GMR maintains its recommendation for new purchases. "Watch Level III", where an event has occurred that has elevated concern regarding this product's longer term investment prospects. GMR recommends
restricting new flows into the product until our evaluation is complete. “Supported” where a product is in good standing and is considered acceptable to own. “Sell” where assessment criteria indicate an investment product is recommended for
exit in the near-term; and “Sunset” where assessment criteria indicate an investment product should be exited over an appropriate period of time as determined by the client’s specific situation.
Wells Fargo Wealth and Investment Management, a division within the Wells Fargo & Company enterprise, provides financial products and services through bank and brokerage affiliates of Wells Fargo & Company. Brokerage products and
services offered through Wells Fargo Clearing Services, LLC, a registered broker-dealer and non-bank affiliate of Wells Fargo & Company. Bank products are offered through Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
Abbot Downing, a Wells Fargo business, offers products and services through Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. and its various affiliates and subsidiaries.
Wells Fargo Private Bank provides products and services through Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. and its various affiliates and subsidiaries.
Wells Fargo Advisors is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, but is not licensed or registered with any financial services regulatory authority outside of the U.S. Non-U.S.
residents who maintain U.S.-based financial services account(s) with Wells Fargo Advisors may not be afforded certain protections conferred by legislation and regulations in their country of residence in respect of any investments, investment
transactions or communications made with Wells Fargo Advisors.
Wells Fargo Advisors is a trade name used by Wells Fargo Clearing Services, LLC and Wells Fargo Advisors Financial Network, LLC, Members SIPC, separate registered broker-dealers and non-bank affiliates of Wells Fargo & Company.
CAR# 0121-01843
©2021 Wells Fargo Investment Institute. All rights reserved.
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